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Fencing & Privacy Screens
Stunning to look at, strong, durable, low maintenance and exactly how you envisioned it. It’s the
fence that only Knotwood can deliver.
Made from high-quality, marine grade, Australian aluminium and protected by an award winning,
wood-grain, powder-coat finish, Knotwood fencing is the original and the best. Don’t be fooled by
cheap imitations. Only a Knotwood fence can give you the strength of aluminium with the realistic
warm-feel of timber. Choose one of our stunning styles or create your own look using our versatile
system, it’s totally up to you. Vertical, horizontal, framed or picket, Spacing big or small, wide or
narrow, tall or short, you can take total control of your project to get the fence you really want.
Not only will it look just right, but it will stay that way. Backed by an industry leading 15 year
warranty you can be sure that your Knotwood fence won’t let you down. Impervious to rot, rust,
mould, swelling, cracking, fire, insects and termites a Knotwood fence will protect your home and
family for a lifetime.
Don’t settle for second best. Do your fence properly with Knotwood.
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Knotwood Colours
All Knotwood colours have been tested to withstand the most extreme environments and uphold the highest finishing standards in the world
including the Australian, American and European standards. Backed by a 15 year warranty, It’s no wonder Knotwood’s award winning finish
is coveted the world over. With a full range of colour matched accessories available you can ensure a clean, uniform finish that will leave you
breathless.
Please note: These colours are a guide only contact our office for samples. Please be aware that Knotwood contains natural colour variation
consistent with that of real timber.

WHITE SHADES

ASPEN

BEACH WOOD

BLACK SHADES

ASH

DRIFTWOOD

ZEBRANO

LIGHT OAK

KNOTTY PINE

SPOTTED GUM

BLACK ASH

YELLOW SHADES

IROKO
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TASSIE OAK
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HICKORY

MAPLE

BLACKBUTT

YELLOW SHADES

ORANGE SHADES

ATLANTIC
CEDAR

AUSTRALIAN
CEDAR

RED GUM

KOA

TIGER WOOD

MERBAU

IRON BARK

LIGHT BROWN SHADES

EASTERN
MAHOGANY

WESTERN RED
CEDAR

BUSH CHERRY

ELM

KWILA

TEAK BROWN

DARK BROWN SHADES

RED SHADES

OLIVE TREE

JARRAH

BLACK WALNUT WENGE

SYDNEY BLUE
GUM

ROSE
MAHOGANY
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Powdercoat Colours
If you want the reliability and consistency of a solid colour, you can’t go past our huge range of powder-coat colours. With the full range of
Colorbond colours on hand and a library of hundreds of custom colours only a phone call away, you can have exactly the look you want. All of
our solid colours carry the same 15 warranty as our premier wood-grain finish and are all applied in-house by our experienced and accredited
applicators to ensure you get the gold-standard of quality you deserve.

SURFMIST

EVENING HAZE

CLASSIC CREAM PAPERBARK

SHALE GREY

DUNE

WOODLAND
GREY

WINDSPRAY

GULLY

MANGROVE

DEEP OCEAN

COTTAGE GREEN WALLABY

BASALT

MANOR RED

NIGHT SKY

IRON STONE

TERRAIN

MONUMENT
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COVE

PALE EUCALYPT

JASPER

Frequently Asked Questions
Q. How big can I have my fence?
A. We recommend that your posts be at most 2m apart and 2.1m high. Most areas have council regulations that restrict the height of fences especially
at the front and back of the house. Remember that posts will have to be fixed into the ground approximately one third of their height.
Q. What if I don’t want to see the posts, is there an option for a picket style fence?
A. YES! We have a self-mating slat system that can be used to face fix to any frame. See our install guide for details. You’ll love the look.
Q. Is it hurricane or cyclone rated?
A. We have a specific design that is certified to be used in high-wind areas. See the installation guide for details.
Q. What kind of screws do I need to use?
A. We usually use Zinc coated fixings to prevent any issues between the two metals. Stainless steel fixings can also be used if salt-water corrosion is
a concern. Galvanised fixings are NOT recommended as they can cause degradation of the aluminium.
Q. What if my fence gets vandalised, can I clean it off?
A. We have a purpose designed anti-graffiti finish that is designed for areas where this is likely. If your Knotwood does need to be cleaned, mild, PH
neutral detergent and warm water take care of most things. Check our care and maintenance page on our website for full details.
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Our Awesome

RANGE
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SLAT SIZES

FRAMES & POSTS

All slats will fit any of our frames, mix and match or stick
with one size for a clean, consistent look. Slats are all
16mm thick and are available in the following widths.
- 38mm wide
- 65mm wide
- 100mm wide
- 150mm wide

Our 65mm post suite is ideal for tackIing any project
big or small. With each component designed to
fulfil a specific role together they form Knotwood’s
coveted hidden fixings system. See the install
guide for a full component list or visit our website

OUR STYLES

OUR ACCESSORIES

Our premier style, the Santiago combines thick and thin
slats with a louvered top to provide a look that is literally
stunning. Horizontal with or without gaps and vertical
slats are common styles that reliably provide privacy and
security. See the full list on our website or create your own
to perfectly suit your needs, it’s totally up to you.

A full range of colour matched end-caps, spacers and
hardware are available to order in either plastic or metal,
depending on your budget and level of finish required.

www.knotwood.com/systems/aluminium-fencing/
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Easy Installation
We strive to make Knotwood as easy, simple and efficient as possible. All of our Installation guides
and technical manuals are readily available.
Each manual contains step-by-step instructions, product codes and video links to our YouTube
Channel. You can train yourself in minutes and our sales team are always on hand to answer any
questions you might have.
You can find the full list of guides by going to our website www.knotwood.com/install
Or scan the QR code on your smart device.
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Our Awesome

WORK
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Feature fence Brisbane, QLD
This Brisbane feature fence uses small sections
of post to create a backdrop for the landscaping
and a compliment for the timber-grain window
and door skirting. The cool whites of the
gatehouse and driveway beautifully contrast
against the warm natural look of the Knotwood
fencing. Alternating heights creates interest and
was an easy look to achieve using the system.
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Santiago style –
Kailua Bluffs, Hawaii
A landmark project in Hawaii showcases the
Santiago style at its best, beautifully set against
the backdrop of the Hawaiian Bluffs in Kailua.
Always a popular choice in the area, the Santiago
style shows off the natural beauty of the area
while still providing a definite line boundary line
as eye-catching as it is practical.
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Solid fence panel –
Hawaii, USA
This amazingly well-executed project really
highlights that simplicity is king. The simple
clean lines and a wide slat form a seemingly
impenetrable barrier that not only provides
security but finishes the street view of the house
spectacularly. The matching gate and solid
construction are this project’s apex.
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Box feature fence Gold Coast, QLD
Utilising the ever-popular slat infill style, this
project elevates the tried and true with a great
Knotwood feature. A series of Knotwood box
sections concreted into the ground provides
an eye-catching focal point for this home on
the Gold Coast. Following the contour of the
driveway, the fence line is as stylish as they
come.
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Knotwood Pty Ltd
3/93 Burnside Road, Stapylton, QLD 4207.
Toll Free: +1 300 566 8966
Phone: +61 7 3382 6000
Fax: +61 7 3319 6531
Web: www.knotwood.com.au
E-mail: sales@knotwood.com.au

Fencing | Privacy Screens | Gates | Decking | Cladding | Battens | Shutters | Balustrades | Soffits & Fascias

